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How might future crimes be predicted?



These slides use the following R packages

Setup:
library("knitr")
library("tidyverse")
theme_set(theme_bw())



Can future crimes be predicted?

▶ France created the first centralized system of crime reporting in
1825.
▷ Andre-Michel Guerry (1833), working at the Ministry of Justice,

analyzed more than thirty thousand property crimes and ten
thousand personal crimes committed between 1825 and 1830.

▷ He found the incidence of (reported) crime varied considerably across
France. But regular patterns emerged in the data.

▶ e.g. crimes against persons consistently highest in summer, crimes
against property consistently highest in winter.

▶ Guerry wondered whether immutable laws—like those describing the
phenomena observed in physics—determined crime, ultimately
concluding:
“… the facts of the moral order, like those of the physical order,
obey invariant laws, and that, in many respects, the judicial
statistics render this a virtual certainty.”



Andre-Michel Guerry (1802-1866)

▶ Guerry was famous in his lifetime, winning the coveted Montyon
Prize twice. But he is largely unappreciated today.
▷ Friendly (2007) believes Guerry’s modesty—both in birth and

personality—allowed others to claim credit for his discoveries.

▶ Nevertheless, his work (along with that of Quetelet) founded the
field of “moral statistics” and ultimately sociology and criminology.
▷ Additional accomplishments: invented the polar/rose plot, invented a

mechanical calculator to compare trends, and was mayor of his
village.



Essay on the Moral Statistics of France (1833)



Guerry’s Annual Data (person crimes per thousand)

tibble(Year = 1825:1830,
North = c(25, 24, 23, 26, 25, 24),
South = c(28, 26, 22, 23, 25, 23),
East = c(17, 21, 19, 20, 19, 19),
West = c(18, 16, 21, 17, 17, 16),
Central = c(12, 13, 15, 14, 14, 18)) %>%

kable()

Year North South East West Central
1825 25 28 17 18 12
1826 24 26 21 16 13
1827 23 22 19 21 15
1828 26 23 20 17 14
1829 25 25 19 17 14
1830 24 23 19 16 18



Guerry’s Annual Data (property crimes per
thousand)

tibble(Year = 1825:1830,
North = c(41, 42, 42, 43, 44, 44),
South = c(12, 11, 11, 12, 12, 11),
East = c(18, 16, 17, 16, 14, 15),
West = c(17, 19, 19, 17, 17, 17),
Central = c(12, 12, 11, 12, 13, 13)) %>%

kable()

Year North South East West Central
1825 41 12 18 17 12
1826 42 11 16 19 12
1827 42 11 17 19 11
1828 43 12 16 17 12
1829 44 12 14 17 13
1830 44 11 15 17 13



Essay on the Moral Statistics of France (1833)



Guerry’s Monthly Data (crimes per thousand)

Guerry <-
tibble(Month = factor(month.abb, levels = month.abb),

Person = c(69, 70, 85, 78, 92, 99,
89, 95, 88, 75, 78, 82),

Property = c(96, 81, 84, 75, 77, 78,
71, 82, 80, 85, 89, 102))

Guerry %>%
gather("", Number, -Month) %>%
spread(Month, Number) %>%
kable(col.names = c("", str_sub(month.abb, 1, 1)))

J F M A M J J A S O N D
Person 69 70 85 78 92 99 89 95 88 75 78 82
Property 96 81 84 75 77 78 71 82 80 85 89 102



Person crimes greater in summer, property in winter
(guerry_plot <-
Guerry %>% gather(type, rate, -Month) %>%
ggplot(aes(x = Month, weight = rate)) +
geom_bar() + facet_wrap(~ type) +
labs(y = "crimes per thousand people", x = ""))
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Scientists today might describe pattern with sinusoid
guerry_plot +
geom_smooth(aes(as.numeric(Month), rate),
method = "lm",
formula = y ~ cos(x*2*pi/12) + sin(x*2*pi/12),
data = Guerry %>% gather(type, rate, -Month))
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Harmonic regression: fitting sinusoids with OLS

Suppose 𝔼[𝑌 |𝑡] = 𝐵 + 𝐴 sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜙) where amplitude 𝐴, intercept 𝐵,
and phase 𝜙 are unknown. Assume frequency 𝜔 is known.

We can estimate 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝜙 by regressing 𝑌 on 𝑋1 = sin(𝜔𝑡) and
𝑋2 = cos(𝜔𝑡) since

𝔼[𝑌 |𝑡] = 𝐵 + 𝐴 sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜙)
= 𝐵 + 𝐴 cos(𝜙) sin(𝜔𝑡) + 𝐴 sin(𝜙) cos(𝜔𝑡) (1)
= 𝛽1 + 𝛽2sin(𝜔𝑡) + 𝛽3cos(𝜔𝑡)
= 𝛽1 + 𝛽2𝑋1 + 𝛽3𝑋1

where (1) follows from the Angle Sum Identity:

sin(𝑎 + 𝑏) = sin(𝑎) cos(𝑏) + cos(𝑎) sin(𝑏)

Note that 𝐴 = √𝛽2
2 + 𝛽2

3 , 𝐵 = 𝛽1, and 𝜙 = tan−1(𝛽3/𝛽2)



Coefficients for person crimes
guerry_fit <- Guerry %>%
gather(type, rate, -Month) %>%
filter(type == "Person") %>%
mutate(x = as.numeric(Month)) %>%
lm(rate ~ cos(x*2*pi/12) + sin(x*2*pi/12), data = .)

guerry_coef <- guerry_fit %>% coef() %>% unname()

tibble(
"$\\beta_2$" = guerry_coef[2],
"$\\beta_3$" = guerry_coef[3],
"$\\phi$" = atan(guerry_coef[3]/guerry_coef[2]),
"$A$" = sqrt(guerry_coef[2]ˆ2 + guerry_coef[3]ˆ2)) %>%
kable(digits = 2)

𝛽2 𝛽3 𝜙 𝐴
-10.07 -4.18 0.39 10.91



Decomposition of person crimes
transmute(Guerry, data = Person, Month,

fit = predict(guerry_fit), error = data-fit) %>%
gather(key, value, -Month) %>%
ggplot() + geom_line(aes(as.numeric(Month), value)) +
facet_grid(factor(key, lev = c("data","fit","error"))~.,
scales="free") + labs(y="crimes per thousand people") +
scale_x_continuous(nam = "", bre = 1:12, lab = month.abb)
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Coefficients for property crimes
guerry_fit <- Guerry %>%
gather(type, rate, -Month) %>%
filter(type == "Property") %>%
mutate(x = as.numeric(Month)) %>%
lm(rate ~ cos(x*2*pi/12) + sin(x*2*pi/12), data = .)

guerry_coef <- guerry_fit %>% coef() %>% unname()

tibble(
"$\\beta_2$" = guerry_coef[2],
"$\\beta_3$" = guerry_coef[3],
"$\\phi$" = atan(guerry_coef[3]/guerry_coef[2]),
"$A$" = sqrt(guerry_coef[2]ˆ2 + guerry_coef[3]ˆ2)) %>%
kable(digits = 2)

𝛽2 𝛽3 𝜙 𝐴
10.09 0.16 0.02 10.09



Decomposition of property crimes
transmute(Guerry, data = Property, Month,

fit = predict(guerry_fit), error = data-fit) %>%
gather(key, value, -Month) %>%
ggplot() + geom_line(aes(as.numeric(Month), value)) +
facet_grid(factor(key, lev = c("data","fit","error"))~.,
scales="free") + labs(y="crimes per thousand people") +
scale_x_continuous(nam = "", bre = 1:12, lab = month.abb)
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Are predicted crimes preventable crimes?
▶ Governments have used data to inform policing to various degrees

since Guerry; “the test of police efficiency is the absence of crime
and disorder, and not the visible evidence of police action in dealing
with them.” (Principles of Policing, Peel 1829)
▷ The current era of data-driven policing began when NYPD created

its real-time crime reporting system, CompStat (Compare Stats or
Computer Statistics portmanteau, 1994).

▷ NYPD uses CompStat to predict and then target areas for specific
crime prevention strategies.

▶ Between 1990 and 2009, homicide, robbery, and burglary fell over 80
percent. Drug-related violence fell more than 90 percent.

▶ Moreover, incarceration did not rise dramatically, challenging the
previous zero-tolerance paradigm.

▶ Yet, these tactics were still controversial.
▷ In 2013, a judge ruled the NYPD’s widespread practice of “stop,

question and frisk” allowed for searches that violated the US
Constitution.

▷ Critics also argued the dependence on data incentivized quotas and
false reporting.



Post hoc ergo propter hoc
▶ It is unclear whether NYPD strategies caused the crime reduction;

whether crime would remain high if the old strategy had been
continued.
▷ Claiming crime fell because it followed a change in strategy is the

“post hoc ergo propter hoc” fallacy.
▷ Just because one event proceeds another does not mean the first is

necessarily the cause of the second.

▶ One event is said to Granger cause another if:
1. the cause occurs before the effect, and
2. the cause contains information about the effect not available from

another source (Clive Granger, 1969; Nobel Prize 2003).

▶ Major socioeconomic changes occurred in NYC between 1990 and
2009, such as immigration, gentrification, and the rise of the
personal computer. These changes may better explain the drop in
crime.
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